We present a histogram layer for artificial neural networks (ANNs). An essential aspect of texture analysis is the extraction of features that describe the distribution of values in local spatial regions. The proposed histogram layer leverages the spatial distribution of features for texture analysis and parameters for the layer are estimated during backpropagation. We compare our method with state-of-the-art texture encoding methods such as the Deep Encoding Network (DEP) [39] and Deep Texture Encoding Network (DeepTEN) [42] on three texture datasets: (1) the Describable Texture Dataset (DTD) [10]; (2) an extension of the ground terrain in outdoor scenes (GTOS-mobile) [39]; (3) and a subset of the Materials in Context (MINC-2500) dataset [5] . Results indicate that the inclusion of the proposed histogram layer improves performance. The source code for the histogram layer is publicly available 1 .
Introduction
Texture analysis is a crucial component in many applications including autonomous vehicles [12] , automated medical diagnosis [7] , and explosive hazard detection [2] . The concept of texture is easily discernible for humans, but there is no agreed definition within the computer vision community [35, 20] . Generally, variations in the definition of texture arise of differences in the application being studied (i.e., texture characteristics that are more informative vary across application areas) [35, 20] . Yet, most agree that one common component of texture analysis relies on characterizing the spatial distribution of intensity and/or feature values.
A number of handcrafted features have been developed with successful application to texture-dependent computer vision problems. However, the process to design these features can be difficult. Feature engineering is an expensive 1 Location of code will be posted soon Figure 1 : This is an example image of grass from GTOSmobile [39] . The image contains other textures and not only grass. Local histograms can distinguish portions of the image containing pure grass (top two histograms) or a mixture of other textures (bottom histogram). Integrating a histogram layer in deep neural networks will assist in estimating the data distribution to improve texture analysis. process in terms of labor, computation, and time and often required significant domain knowledge and expertise. Additionally, these features often rely on empirically determining the best parameters for each descriptor resulting in an increase of computation and time. For example, histogram-based features such as histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [13] and local binary patterns (LBP) [29] have been extensively studied and used in texture-based applications [25, 14, 28, 40] . In both HOG and LBP feature sets, spatial distributions of feature values are used to characterize and distinguish textures. Furthermore, the distributions are summarized using histograms.
In recent work, these handcrafted approaches are often substituted with deep learning to address some of the issues associated with designing features. Deep learning has On the left in 2a, the two images are distinct textures. If a global histogram is computed, the distribution of white and black pixels is equivalent resulting in no discrimination between the two texture types. On the right in 2b, convolution operations are sensitive to image transformations such as rotations. The two textures shown are the same, but applying filters from a convolutional neural network such as ResNet18 in local areas results in different feature maps (FM). However, a local histogram provides some rotational invariance and learns the same local distribution of pixels for each image.
outperformed several traditional approaches and achieved state-of-the-art results in various tasks such as classification, segmentation and object recognition [16, 18, 19, 24] . Despite the success of deep learning, some works have shown empirically and theoretically that traditional features perform better or comparable to that of deep learning methods in texture analysis [3, 4, 8, 22] . Additionally, these deep learning models cannot model the distribution of values in regions which is essential for texture analysis [35] . Deep architectures require more layers resulting in more parameters to characterize the spatial distribution of features in a CNN as opposed to using a histogram directly.
The proposed solution to address problems with both approaches is a histogram layer for artificial neural networks. The histogram layer is a tool to integrate and utilize the strengths of both methods to maximize texture analysis performance. Histograms are an effective and efficient approach to aggregate information. The selection of the bin centers and widths are crucial for the feature representation. Instead of manually determining these parameters, these parameters are estimated through backpropagation. Radial basis functions (RBFs) are used as the histogram binning operation to allow for the gradient information to flow through the network. The contributions of this work are:
• This is the first localized histogram layer for texture analysis enabling the network to aggregate features while maintaining spatial information.
• The bin centers and widths of the histogram are estimated through backpropagation.
• The proposed histogram layer will be less sensitive to image transformations and noise than previous deep learning approaches by accounting for ambiguity and outliers in the data through "soft" assignments to each bin.
Related Work
Deep Learning for Texture Analysis Deep learning has been used for texture applications [20, 8] . Attempts to combine neural and traditional features into deep learning architectures have shown success [30, 38, 36, 31] , but the traditional features can not be updated through this process. Also, some have tried to emulate handcrafted features via the network design [6, 9, 26] but have run into issues including high computational costs and a decrease in texture analysis performance [20] . Another approach for texture analysis is encoding layers to aggregate the features extracted by the network [11, 42, 33, 39] . As noted by Liu et al., these methods have primarily focused on transfer learning approaches but convolutional neural network (CNN) features are sensitive to image transformations [21, 23] such as rotations as shown in Figure 2 . The histogram layer will be more robust than previous methods encoding methods due to "soft" binning assignments that are less sensitive to ambiguity and outliers in the feature maps. This layer can also be jointly trained with the convolutional layers to influence the features learned by the network.
Pooling Operations Common components of deep learning frameworks are pooling layers. Pooling layers reduce the size of the feature maps resulting in fewer parameters, retain spatial relationships (if not global) and provide some translational invariance [15] . However, these pooling layers make assumptions about the data. Pooling layers can be viewed as histograms with a single bin. For example, max pooling captures the highest feature values and average pooling computes the mean of each descriptor. The statistics captured by these "single bin" histograms will not be optimal for every dataset. For example, some data types (such as synthetic aperature sonar imagery) are plagued with difficult-to-remove speckle noise [1] . The use of min or max pooling will tend to propagate noise values as opposed to more informative values.
Also, many pooling operations (i.e., max pooling) only backpropagate the error through certain locations resulting in a saturation issue that slows learning [41] . The proposed histogram layer will retain the advantages of standard pooling operations but will learn the bin centers and widths necessary to aggregate the features of the data throughout the data distribution. The proposed histogram layer will also be robust to outliers in the data. If a value is far from each bin center, the contribution of the outlier will be negligible. Also, the proposed histogram layer also provides normalization of the features because the contribution of each descriptor for each bin is between the ranges of 0 and 1.
Previous Histogram Layers
In the literature, other histogram layers were proposed for applications other than texture analysis. The first histogram layer was developed for semantic segmentation and object detection [37] by Wang, et al. The histogram operation was completed using a linear basis function to backpropagate the error to learn bin centers and widths. Wang et al.'s histogram layer has a convenient property in that it is implemented using pre-existing layers. The second histogram layer was developed for steganalysis [32] and the histograms were modeled using RBFs. Sedighi and Fridich did not update the bin centers and widths, but these values were fixed to simulate the submodels of the projection spatial rich model (PSRM) [17] .
The histogram layer proposed in this work inherits properties from each of these models, but also incorporates novel aspects for texture analysis. The histogram layer will use RBFs to represent the histogram structure and this will provide smooth functions to update the bin centers and widths of the model. There are three key differences between our histogram layer and its predecessors. 1) Each of the previous approaches constructed global histograms. Spatial re-lationships are important in applications involving texture [27, 34] as shown in Figure 2 and a localized approach will retain this information.
2) The number of bins is varied as opposed to the previous methods that used only a single bin number.
3) The histogram layer can be placed anywhere in a network and is stackable.
Proposed Histogram Layer
Binning operation Motivated by [32] , histogram bins can be modeled with RBFs. The means of the RBFs (µ bk ) serve as the location of each bin (i.e., bin centers) while the bandwidth (γ bk ) controls the spread of each bin (i.e., bin widths). The normalized frequency count, Y rcbk , is computed with a sliding window of size S ×T and the binning operation for a histogram value in the k th channel of the input x is defined as:
where r and c are spatial dimensions of the histogram feature maps. The process of aggregating the feature maps is shown in Figure 3 . The histogram layer supports end-to-end learning through backpropagation to update the bin centers and widths. The details and derivation of the update equations are found in Appendix A.
Implementation The histogram layer is implemented using commonly used pre-existing layers as shown in Figure 4 .
As done in [42, 39] , a 1x1xK convolution is used to reduce the number of input feature maps (a channel-wise pooling operation) where K is the new dimensionality of the feature maps. After the dimensionality reduction, the binning process starts by first assigning each feature value to every bin center (subtracting µ bk ). The centering of the features to each bin is calculated by applying a 1x1xB convolution to each feature map. The weights in the convolution kernels fixed to 1 and each bias serves as the learnable bin centers. After the features are assigned to the bins, the centered features are then multiplied by the bandwidth (γ bk ) to incorporate the spread of the features for each bin. The incorporation of the spread of each bin is also computed by applying a 1x1xB convolution to each feature map with the weights serving as the learnable bin widths and fixing the biases to be 0. The contribution to each bin is calculated through RBF activation functions in Equation 1. The contribution of each feature to every bin is between 0 and 1. The contributions of features in local spatial regions are then counted through average pooling to compute the normalized frequency count of features belonging to each bin.
Experimental Procedure
Datasets Three texture datasets were investigated: Describable Texture Dataset (DTD) [10] , a subset of Materials in Context (MINC-2500) [5] , and an extension of the ground terrain in outdoor scenes (GTOS-mobile) [39] . For DTD and MINC-2500, the published training and testing splits were used in each experiment (five and ten folds for DTD and MINC-2500 respectively). The ResNet50 architecture was used as the baseline model for these DTD and MINC-2500 while ResNet18 was used for GTOS-mobile [39] . GTOS-mobile only has a single training and test split. GTOS-mobile contains images for different resolutions (256×256, 384×384, and 512×512) but only singlescale experiments using 256×256 images were performed in this work.
Architectures Two pre-trained ResNet models, ResNet18 and ResNet50, were used as the baseline for the convolutional features. A comparison is made between different encoding layers for each version of ResNet: 1) global average pooling (GAP), 2) Deep Texture Encoding Network (DeepTEN) [42] , 3) Deep Encoding Pooling (DEP) [39] , and 4) our HistRes B where B is the number of bins. Additionally, the number of bins was varied to investigate the effects of adding additional histogram feature maps to the network. The kernel size for the histogram was 4 by 4 with a stride of 2 to produce 2×2 local feature maps.
Training Details A similar training procedure from [39] was used in this work. For each dataset, the image is resized to 256×256 and a random crop of 80 to 100 % of the image was extracted with a random aspect ratio of 3/4 to 4/3. The crop was then resized to 224×224 and the images were normalized by subtracting the per channel mean and dividing by the per channel standard deviation. A random horizontal flip (p = .5) was also added for data augmentation. The training settings for each network were the following: batch size of 64, cross-entropy loss function, SGD with momentum (α = .9), learning rates decay every 10 epochs by a factor of .1 and training is stopped after 30 epochs. The initial learning rates for the newly added and pre-trained layers were .01 and .001 respectively.
For the channel-wise pooling, the value of K was selected so that the number of features from the global average pooling and the histogram layer was equal in order to leverage the contribution of texture, spatial and orderless convolutional features. For Resnet18, the number of feature maps was reduced from 512 to 32, 16, and 8 for HistRes 4, HistRes 8, and HistRes 16 respectively. For Resnet50, the number of feature maps was reduced from 2048 to 128, 64, and 32 for HistRes 4, HistRes 8, and HistRes 16 respectively. The bin centers and widths were initialized to values sampled uniformly between −1 √ BK , 1 √ BK .
Results
The average test accuracy of each model is reported in Table 1 . Overall, the histogram model performed better or comparably than GAP, DeepTEN, or DEP. For DTD, each model performed comparably. A reason for this is that a majority of the DTD dataset contains images with homogenous textures and local information retained by the histogram layer does not provide significant additional information. However, when compared to DeepTEN, a method that focuses on orderless texture information, the addition of spatial information provided by the proposed histogram layer provides improved performance.
For MINC-2500 and GTOS-mobile, most images have the texture of interest in local regions of the image. The histogram model performed the best out of the other encoding approaches demonstrating the effectiveness of retaining spatial and texture information in the histogram layer. The DEP network also retains both spatial and texture information, but each HistRes B achieved better accuracy than the DEP model. In Figure 6 , the confusion matrices for the best performing histogram models are shown. Each model performs well across the different classes demonstrating the effectiveness of including the histogram features. The histogram layer improves performance when compared with the base convolutional network of ResNet18 and ResNet50 (ResNetGAP). Convolutional layers can only capture local, correlated features in the data. For texture analysis, it is important to not only capture local relationships but also learn the distribution of features. Also, the histogram layer is able to learn the distribution of features while being invariant to image transformations such as translation and rotation. As shown in the table, this additional information improved performance for each dataset except DTD, but the HistRes models still achieved comparable performance.
In future works, the histogram layer can be used to further improve performance by making modifications to the implementation. The histogram layer was added at the end of the network, but it may be more advantageous to learn texture information earlier in the network. Previous histogram based features used lower level features (e.g., edges) and learning histograms of convolution features earlier in the network may exploit more texture information. Additionally, changing the scale of the histogram layer may also improve performance. The histogram layer has a window size of 4x4 to produce 2x2 local feature maps. It is difficult to estimate the distribution of local areas with only 16 samples (4x4 windows contain 16 feature values). Increasing the local region of the histogram layer will lead to better estimations of the distributions of each feature map and possibly increase texture analysis performance. Also, adding multiple histogram layers in a network may also improve texture representation since standard neural networks cannot capture this information.
Conclusion
In this work, we presented a new layer for deep neural networks, a histogram layer. The histogram layer learns the distribution of features while also maintaining spatial information. This new element can also be used for other architecture besides ResNet and also used in other applications where texture is important [20] . We provide three contributions in this paper: 1) first localized histogram layer for deep neural networks for texture analysis, 2) the bin centers and widths are estimated through the backpropagation of errors to learn the distribution of features, and 3) the histogram layer is robust to outliers by assigning each feature value to every bin based off the distance to each center.
A. Backpropagation
Since the RBFs are used in place of the standard histogram operation, the bin centers and widths can be updated via backpropagation. Each k th channel of the input x is binned by the histogram in local spatial regions and stored in the r th row and c th column of the output of the histogram layer, Y rcbk . The gradients of the histogram layer with a window size of S × T are computed by:
bk (x r+s,c+t,k −µ bk ) 2 × γ 2 bk (x r+s,c+t,k − µ bk ) (2)
bk (x r+s,c+t,k −µ bk ) 2 × γ bk (x r+s,c+t,k − µ bk ) 2
where ∂Y rcbd ∂µ bk and ∂Y rcbd ∂γ bk are partial derivatives of Y rcbd with respect to the bin centers and widths of the histogram.
In [32] , the tails of the RBFs were set to 1 resulting in the gradient becoming zero if the feature map value is outside of every bin centers range. In our histogram layer, the gradients are a function of the distance between the feature map value and the bin centers. The gradient contribution from a feature map value will be small if it is far away each bin center (i.e., outliers).
